The Highland Fling – A Sample Itinerary
To give you some further ideas as to what we can offer take a look at our experiential Scottish trip
we have called ‘The Highland Fling’ – taking your guests on an adventure of a lifetime from their
office to the highlands of Scotland. Incentive Travel at it’s finest
DAY 1
After transferring from Edinburgh airport, guests find themselves at a
private castle in a beautiful and inspiring part of the Scottish highlands
for team building and acclimatisation.

Following a light lunch guests take their pick from the activities on offer, which
include golf and exclusive tours of the castle. Guests are then taken to a hotel in
the highlands.
A relaxing dinner is served in a private room, freshly prepared from
locally sourced ingredients while
highland

dancers

provide

the

entertainment. Before retiring guests
can enjoy a wee dram of Whisky
guided by an expert.
DAY 2
Guests get to grips with quad biking,
fishing and clay pigeon shooting
before travelling in Land Rover
convoy to a mountain top for a
scenic lunch.
Highland games provide robust challenges in the
afternoon before guests discover one of
Edinburgh’s finest Whisky distilleries. As the
evening draws in guests head to a rustic
restaurant for dinner and a lively ceilidh.

DAY 3
The inspiring capital of Scotland is the destination today,
beginning with a clan treasure hunt and an option to visit
Edinburgh Castle.

A pub lunch provides a warm Scottish welcome
before the group heads off on a cycling tour
through Edinburgh’s medieval Old Town and the
Royal Mile. For the stout-hearted there is a ghost
tour in an underground vault before dinner.

DAY 4
Having sampled the bustle of Edinburgh guests are free this
morning to pursue their own interests before meeting for lunch in
a modern restaurant with a friendly atmosphere. Guests will then
transfer to the airport for their return flight home.

